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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION  AFTER DARK features the work of two photographers, each of whom have created an 
evocative series under cover of darkness, using very different photographic techniques. 
 

Both are concerned with the importance of recording history before it fades from view. They both draw upon one of 
photography’s key qualities and strengths, its ability to faithfully record the real world at a particular point in time. 
 
DIGBY DUNCAN was artist-in-resident at Red Gate Gallery's Bei Gao Studio in Beijing in May 2011.  Here she 
photographed the nearby village of Feijiacun, a small traditional village slated for demolition.  Moving through the 
atmospheric village at night she evocatively portrays the mood and ambience of life after dark with its street 
vendors and evening street life.  Her camera records this world with soft movement and an outsiders observing 
eye, resulting in a collection of beautiful and painterly images.   
 

DAVID SMYTH also photographs under the cover of darkness.  His subject is the Glebe tram sheds – soon to be 
part of the Harold Park redevelopment and which also houses the ‘End of the Line’ trams – whose fate remains 
uncertain.  Surprisingly, they have become a site for another layer of contemporary art, Sydney’s undercover graffiti 
artists who are always on the lookout for new targets of receptivity for their creative expression. By hand lighting 
the graffiti decorated trams at night David Smyth animates them instilling them with life. They become larger than 
life, leaping off the surface of the paper of the sumptuous prints in this exhibition. They relate to the drawings of the 
master Japanese animator, Miyaki Miyazaki, in his masterpiece Spirited Away. 
 

Both photographers have created fine digital prints with very different tones and colour range. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This exhibition takes place in the new Danks Street Gallery space SYNDICATE AT DANKS, a recently formed 
alternative gallery model which houses the compatible concerns of four art businesses, Aeon Arts, Arthere, 
Marnling Press and Meyer Gallery. Watch this space for other fine photography and artworks on paper. 
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Exhibition:   AFTER DARK.  Digby Duncan   David Smyth 
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Closing Drinks & Meet the Artists Saturday 12 November 
Gallery:  Syndicate at Danks, 2 Danks Street Waterloo 
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David Smyth  -  image selection from End of the Line Series 
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